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The History of the Real Satoshi  

Evidence for the following questions follows: Never before published evidence...promise...! 

- Who is Satoshi Nakamoto really? No kidding (evidence) 

- What does Satoshi Nakamoto really mean? What does it have to do with Astrology and martial 

arts? What means his birth day? 

- Why does Lod Voldemort of Harry Potter from diagon alley register a Bitcoin domain? 

- Who is behind Zooko's forum comments? 

- GoldLover is not Satoshi, but potentially Mike Hearn? 

- Marrti Malmi is potentially inventing GrinCoin and knows more than he would have us believe? 

- Who is hiding behind The Liberty Standard? 

- What happened when Zooko heard a talk about an open source money project at Codecon on 

04/17/2009? Talk by Brian Behlendorf; Burning Man with Brad Templeton.  

- Who is Nils Schneider? 

- How the mystery was solved by tracing the Wikipedia entries with... 

- Largest patent theft in the history of business? 

Prolog | Aparecium 

Hi, my name is Tom and before I solve one of the biggest mysteries in finance, I'd like to share my motivations. I am 31 years old, 

e-commerce expert, domain investor, due diligence expert and digital nerd. I can't code and although I have a degree in banking, 

I have been mediocre at today's financial technologies for years. In my spare time, working as a CMO for a nationwide 

healthcare company, I keep myself busy with new technologies, reading thousands of books and trying to understand the 

interconnections of the future. 

The journey started two weeks ago, I had a week of vacation and I was bored. I was thinking about building a new lead gen 

website until I became aware of NFTs. As a domain investor I directly registered a few good domains and thought that I should 

create a NFT myself to understand the market. But I quickly realized that an NFT was not just about the artistic image itself, but 

about the story behind this cryptographic artwork. When I understood the technology behind it, it was immediately clear to me 

that in the future cars would only be sold with NFTs, and so on. But what story should I choose for my first NFT?  

It would be cool to find out who Satoshi Nakamoto is. That would be a huge story and I need the money badly because my dog is 

seriously ill (heart failure, water in the lungs, since eight years he is everything i have…) and I have invested all my money in my 

domain portfolio. The primary incentive was money, I had to admit, but that this would lead to such an internal moral split; I 

never thought it would. It was only later during my research that I realized, it took a total of six days, the deep trail I had hit and 

the impact these results could have. On the other hand, it would be cool to show what I am capable of and create something the 

FBI hasn't been able to or at least wants to hide. As I investigated more and more facts, I ran into a moral dilemma because I 

understood Satoshi Nakamoto's philosophy, I understood the potential wave of chain reactions from this report, and I had to 

weigh what to do. Then I consulted many mentors and came to the decision not to accuse anyone directly here and to write in 

the subjunctive so that 100 lawyer letters don't fly in tomorrow (as with other accused potential Satoshis), but to place evidence 

in such a way that someone can deduce the identity for themselves.  

I am not an IT forensic expert, but I suspect that all personas around Satoshi must be aware that the time of disclosure will 

come, whether by me as a messenger or in years by a third party, respectively I would always carry in my wallet evidence that 

would disprove that, should it really not be me. And should the proofs be true, then the real Satoshi has had long time to 

prepare measures for this case. A false claim has already led in the past to the FBI and the tax authorities moving in, protagonists 

had to go abroad. Because a transaction of the real Satoshi (1,000,000 Bitcoins) could move the markets to such an extent as a 

butterfly wing beat. If you still don't understand who is hiding behind Satoshi after the evidence, I recommend BitBrain ;-). Sorry 

for my bad English. Below you will also find my personal thoughts on bitcoin and blockchain, and I'm happy to have someone 

explain a few things to me and pick apart my thought experiment called the "ICO Paradox".  

Check out my NFT what i have designed: LINK 

Note: Regarding the evidence, I use the image citation right according to § 51 UrhG throughout the document by 

taking screenshots of web pages that are public to everyone. Since I restored many of the web pages in the old 

version, which only look like this on this day, I can' t provide a source as a link. But this can be done by everyone. 

Otherwise ask. 
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What we know about Satohi Nakamoto? 

It is a Pseudonym and the inventor of Bitcoin. In the Year 2008 he published a Bitcoin-White-Paper and in the Year 2009 the fist 

project names Bitcoin Core. Satoshi Nakamoto was born 05. April 1975 in Japan. That we know from the forums. Paper: 

„The paper, Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System, described the use of a peer-to-peer network as a solution to the 

problem of double-spending.“( https://www.bitcoin.com/bitcoin.pdf) 

In this Paper first the name Satoshi Nakamoto was published. Further he published a E-Mail „satoshin@gmx.com“ and the 

Website www.bitcoin.org. Satoshi is perhaps an active cypherpunk, lived in California and has got an british writing style.  

What Satoshi Nakamoto stands for? 

Here are my personal thoughts. Four models: 

1. The name is an anagram. „At a hot Ass Kimono“. Could be considered to stand for a person with Japanese affinity. Rather 

unlikely. 

2. The name is a split anagram. It stands for a group of two or three actors. How I come up with this follows in the later text. The 

white paper had the following email address satoshin@gmx.com. What if this was a clue. Let's try this: „SATOSHIN AKA MOTO“. 

„SatohiN“ is an anagram for "astonish." "Aka" means "alias" and "MOTO" is a nerd tech term meaning "Master oft he Obvious". 

Remember that last word, it's a key to the real Satoshi! 

3. E. Okamoto & Sakai: 

At Wikipedia, the Identy-based-cryptography post has been changed. Here is an old screenshot. You can find other sources on 

the current version. Quite similar the name or? "Sakai in 2000 & E. Okamoto.". 

 

4. Satoshi Ishi: 

 

We may be looking for someone with a passion for martial arts. Remember this. He became an Olympic champion in 2008; this 

is where Satoshi Nakamoto's journey starts. 

And the date of birth? 

But why the 05. April 1975? I think it is an symbol. Of what? On the 05 April the FDR signed order 6102 making it illegal for 

americans to own gold. We know that the bitcoin was titled since hi is born as an digital gold and the developer also often used 

critic to the fiat bank system. 

What was in 1975? In this year americans could legally own gold again. Short: Fincial freedom.  

 

https://www.bitcoin.com/bitcoin.pdf
http://www.bitcoin.org/
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We need an arc of suspense, so a few simple things to first: who is "New Liberty Standard?" 

I sifted through many old websites from 2008 and 2010 point of view, looked at domain directories. Here is an excerpt from the 

website that was operated by the user:

 

For a few insiders is now already clear who this is. Liberty has posted in a forum the website...If you go the page you will find his 

Twitter profile and then posts from 2013, one with his dog...Comes from Canada. 

Who is „SmoketooMuch“? 

On a forum I found an exciting project group about P2P Money. (below, right) 

Here we find our first actors and the people are still described in detail. Gavin Andresen as Bitcoin Core heir, Van der Laan, Mike 

Hearn as (GoldLover?) and email correspondent with Satoshi, Pieter and Nils Schneider? Who is Nils Schneider? We only know 

from SmoketooMuch that he is German. Nils Schneider is a very German name, so I researched who this could be and no proof, 

because we know that SmoketooMuch was with the first miner and consequently could be very wealthy. If this is not true, big 

sorry. He was the first German bitcoiner. He became famous because he tried to sell 10,000 bitcoins in 2010, nobody wanted 

them. He smoked weed regularly and had a criminal record because of it. He said that he is very grateful to bitcoin so that IT 

could study. He started the portal bitcointalk.de and was infatuated with the political idea of bitcoin. So who could be active in 

the industry years later with his knowledge? Nils Schneider, CTO & Founder of Bitcoin-Charts or… 

Nils Schneider, Person 1 

 

Or Nils Schneider, Person 2, you decide 

Place: ;-)  
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Why is GoldLover not Satoshi Nakamoto, but Mike? 

Lets pick up a article from 2021. On February 22, 2021, an author published a post on substack.com about an anonymous 

Twitter account that may have belonged to the mysterious Satoshi Nakamoto. The researcher discovered a Twitter account 

dubbed ‘Goldlover,’ and found some interesting coincidences with the account’s tweets and Bitcoin’s creator. On the 11 January 

the Twitter User postet „Running Bitcoin“. On January 11, 2009, Hal Finney tweeted about the crypto asset and not too long 

after that Goldlover wrote: “From: Satoshi Nakamoto – 2009-01-11 22:32 Bitcoin v0.1.2 is now available for d.” The very same 

day on January 29, 2009, Goldlover also said: It's completely decentralized with no server or trusted parties“. Further: If you 

know where there are oranges in the sky in Winter Garden, you are on the right track for locating a treasure box. GoldLover 

(@fafcffacfff) February 11, 2009. REMEMBER!!!! I have solved the riddle below… 

So the question is: Is GoldLover (@fafcffacfff) the real Satoshi Nakamoto? Ok, i cant confirm that, but i think it is „Mike“! Why i 

think so? In this Twitter Account is an old website www.allaboutgold.info“. Who is Mike? 

Mike Hearn is a Bitcoin developer and former senior software engineer at Google, where he worked on Google Earth, Maps, 

Gmail, anti-spam and account security.. He is the original author of Bitcoinj and a former contributor to Bitcoin Core. He quit 

Bitcoin in January 2016. One reason given was rising fees. See Mike Hearn's blog: The resolution of the Bitcoin experiment. 

It is funny that Mike left the bitcoin project and satoshi too. But lets look here: 

 

So when Mike Hearn emails with Satoshi, i dont think that mike is the real satoshi. But where i know that GoldLover is Mike 

Hearn? And is that a distraction? Are there more users who said goodbye at that time? There are many many mails between 

Satohsi and Mike.... 

 

„my name is mike and i am the owner“…  

Now for the search of the true Satoshi | Profiling 

Lets go back tot he cypherpunks. Cypherpunk roots stem back to the 1980s, a full decade before cryptography was mostly 

confined to military and secret agencies. It was cryptographer David Chaum, creator of DigiCash, who is mostly credited with the 

birth of most cypherpunk main ideas and concepts. He discussed such topics in his 1985 paper “Security without Identification: 

Transaction Systems to Make Big Brother Obsolete” where anonymous digital cash and reputation systems were first mentioned 

http://www.allaboutgold.info/
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and described. The list of early notable active cypherpunks included names that were later be in some way or the other 

referenced in Bitcoin’s Whitepaper or directly contributed to the development of Bitcoin. Such figures included but are not 

limited to Nick Szabo (Bitgold), Hal Finney (PGP 2.0, RPOW), Adam Back (Hashcash) and Wei Dai (Bmoney). 

The only real candidates fitting this description, knowledgeable and talented enough are Hal Finney and Nick Szabo, till now…. 

The first, an accomplished cryptographer, main author of PGP 2.0, has been almost eerily present at every Bitcoin’s big step 

since the release of the Whitepaper. The second, perhaps the most clear candidate based on his body of work, an expert 

computer scientist and professor, well versed not only in cryptography but also in both law and finance. Szabo has denied these 

claims multiple times (there were many investigations that concluded he was in fact the undisputed main candidate). 

Particularly after a few stylometric analysis found that his style of writing, choice of words and phrasing matched Satoshi 

Nakamoto’s almost perfectly, one of the reports went further and described it with the word “uncanny”. „Finney was a 

cypherpunk and said: 

It seemed so obvious to me: "Here we are faced with the problems of loss of privacy, creeping computerization, massive 

databases, more centralization - and David Chaum offers a completely different direction to go in, one which puts power into 

the hands of individuals rather than governments and corporations. The computer can be used as a tool to liberate and protect 

people, rather than to control them." So Cypherpunk doesn't help us much because we know almost all of the contributors, 

Finney and Co. belonged to one group. What we know? Satohsi must be a parttime englander oder Canadien. Why? In the block 

he posted an article: „Chancellor on brink of second bailout for banks“. Interestiting in that is, that the times published that, but 

only in England, not in the US! So someone has sent it to him or he was in England on the 03. January of 2009.  

Lets GO.  

We use criminal psychology; i.e. the act of crime, the circumstances of the crime, the location, the profile of the perpetrator, 

habits and personality. The so called "OFA" technique (operational case analysis) stands up hypotheses, which are then 

confirmed or disproved with evidence. Furthermore, there is the circumstantial evidence. Circumstantial evidence in a court 

case exists when the existence of one or more facts can be logically deduced from the main fact to be proven. This is enormously 

important to find the true Satoshi; my estimation: His IQ is over 160, the lingusitik is always male, he can open up topics by 

himself within shortest time, recognize connections and has the ability to acquire things autodidactically. He will be between 20 

and 47 years old, he feels uncomfortable among people and avoids eye contact, he finds it difficult to identify himself with the 

framework of the world, he is not monetarily driven and is also out for fame, he wants to give his life a meaning to leave the 

world better, he always deals with criticism professionally, he does not want to proselytize anyone, he probably dresses very 

simply in black, but with higher quality no name items, in order not to attract attention in the public kit. Pseudonyms do not 

allow him to continue to be the center of attention. However, they give him the power to appear mysterious, which he likes a 

lot. He either had a strong reason to hide his identity (he works for the NSA, he is afraid of government consequences, he stole a 

patent, he is in jail or on the run) or he wants the world to view his invention neutrally, he wants to make the world a better 

place without attracting unwanted attention, respectively fear of persecution or being sued? Sometimes usernames are also 

chosen if the author feels more connected to them than to intentify himself with his own name, this is then often due to the 

family history. And finally the power and the fun of being discovered through the game. Hunter...hunted... Remember! 

According to the website from 17.02.2011, Satohsi Nakamoto registered on a P2P portal on 10.12.2008 with the username 

s_nakamoto. Later he also registered with other names like satoshi@vistomail.com (anonymous service). The username and 

password exist, see: 

Who is not 

Giik, 27.01.2010, Bitcointalk.org 

we have only one dutchman 

 

 

Now he comes an important tip… 
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Remember siris-m 

Now, to make everything easier to understand, let's go through the process of Bitcoin's creation chronologically.... 

Before Bitcoin, there were very similar theories. ECash: „The idea that solutions to computational puzzles could have some value 

was first proposed by cryptographers Cynthia Dwork and Moni Naor in 1992.“ Chaum started a Company with the name 

„DigiCash“ in 1989 with ecash as trademark. Recently credited by Alan Sherman's "On the Origins and Variations of Blockchain 

Technologies", Chaum's 1982 Berkeley dissertation proposed every element of the blockchain found in Bitcoin except proof of 

work. Chaum war ebenfalls Computer Scientiest, cryptographer und cyberphunk.  

Further Cypherpunks: Hal Finney, Nick Szabo und Zooko Wilcox-O´Hearn….Wait for it… 

Hashcash: The idea was independently rediscovered by Adam Back who developed hashcash, a proof-of-work scheme for spam 

control in 1997. He was British, cryptographer and cypherpunk. He has a master's degree in math, physics and economics. He also 

has a PhD in Computer Science. 

Wie Dais b-money & Nick Szabos bit gold: The first proposals for distributed digital scarcity based cryptocurrencies were Wei Dai's 

b-money and Nick Szabo's bit gold. Hal Finney developed reusable proof of work using hashcash as its proof of work algorithm. 

Wai Dai (Chinese), Computer Science, cryptography, cryptocurreny, with minor in Mathe.  

Back was one of the first two people to receive an email from Satoshi Nakamoto . 2008 Bitcoinprotokol was designed.   

Fast Company's investigation brought up circumstantial evidence linking an encryption patent application filed by Neal King, 

Vladimir Oksman and Charles Bry on 15 August 2008, and the bitcoin.org domain name which was registered 72 hours later. The 

patent application (#20100042841) contained networking and encryption technologies similar to bitcoin's, and textual analysis 

revealed that the phrase "... computationally impractical to reverse" appeared in both the patent application and bitcoin's 

whitepaper. All three inventors explicitly denied being Satoshi Nakamoto. But why would Satoshi spend years surfing with Tor 

browsers and hiding his identity if he had previously filed the patent too traceably. Before Allen, the three gentlemen have 

published patents on a rolling basis, on average every three months. Kurius is that the sentences are true, although the patent 

was only filed, not published. Perhaps Satoshi did not want his idea to be capitalistically exploited by money-hungry 

entrepreneurs? Wei Dai and Adam Back were the first two people contacted by Satoshi Nakamoto as he was developing Bitcoin in 

2008. 18. August 2008: The domain bitcoin.org was registered. Remember the date... zooko…Later that year, on 31 October, a link 

to a paper authored by Satoshi Nakamoto titled Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System was posted to a cryptography 

mailing list.  

 

On 3 January 2009, the bitcoin network came into existence with Satoshi Nakamoto mining the genesis block of bitcoin (block 

number 0), which had a reward of 50 bitcoins. Embedded in the coinbase of this block was the text: The Times Jan/03/2009 

Chancellor on brink of second bailout for banks.The text refers to a headline in The Times published on 3 January 2009. This note 

has been interpreted as both a timestamp of the genesis date and a derisive comment on the instability caused by fractional-

reserve banking. The first open source bitcoin client was released on 9 January 2009. 

After: Hal Finney receives the first Bitcoin transaction in the amount of 10 Bitcoins from Satoshi Nakamoto on January 12, 2009. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Satoshi_Nakamoto
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Nakamoto's involvement with bitcoin does not appear to extend past mid-2010. In April 2011, Nakamoto communicated with a 

bitcoin contributor, saying that he had "moved on to other things". In a May 2011 article, noted cryptographer Nick Szabo 

states: 

Myself, Wei Dai, and Hal Finney were the only people I know of who liked the idea (or in Dai's case his related idea) enough to 

pursue it to any significant extent until Nakamoto (assuming Nakamoto is not really Finney or Dai). 

On April 23, 2011, Satoshi will make his last appearance. From one day to the next he disappears. In an email to programmer 

Mike Hearn, he tells us that the project is "in good hands". That's the last the community hears from Satoshi. And to this day, his 

identity is still unknown. Wai Die says: „I haven't personally made any attempts to find out who he is, nor do I have any idea 

how. My guess is that he's not anyone who was previously active in the academic cryptography or cypherpunks communities, 

because otherwise he probably would have been identified by now based on his writing and coding styles“. 

Satoshi would not have filed, you can see that when he did not want people to promote Bitcoin Wiki Leaks etc., that was not the 

ideal thing he wanted.  

Nick Zwabo… 

Nick Zwabo published his article "Bit Gold Markets" on 12/27/2008. Zitat; Quelle Blog 

S A T U R D A Y ,  D E C E M B E R  2 7 ,  2 0 0 8  

Bit gold markets 

The basic idea of bit gold is for "bit gold miners" to set their computers to solving computationally intensive mathematical puzzles, 

then to publish the solutions to these puzzles in secure public registries, giving them unique title to these provably scarce and 

securely timestamped bits. These titles to timestamped bits will be more secure and provably scarce than precious metals, 

collectibles, and any other objects that have ever been used as money. In a description of bit gold, which was mostly an overview of 

the technology, I wrote about how, because the algorithms and architectures for solving computationally intensive mathematical 

puzzles to create bit gold will often be dramatically improved, the bits (the puzzle solutions) from one period (anywhere from 

seconds to weeks, let's say a week) to the next are not fungible. But fungible units can be created from non-fungible ones: 

 

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 27, 2008; Zitat, Quelle Blog 
 
Bit gold 
A long time ago I hit upon the idea of bit gold. The problem, in a nutshell, is that our money currently depends on trust in a third 
party for its value. As many inflationary and hyperinflationary episodes during the 20th century demonstrated, this is not an ideal 
state of affairs. Similarly, private bank note issue, while it had various advantages as well as disadvantages, similarly depended on 
a trusted third party.nPrecious metals and collectibles have an unforgeable scarcity due to the costliness of their creation. This 
once provided money the value of which was largely independent of any trusted third party. Precious metals have problems, 
however. It's too costly to assay metals repeatedly for common transactions. Thus a trusted third party (usually associated with a 
tax collector who accepted the coins as payment) was invoked to stamp a standard amount of the metal into a coin. Transporting 

https://web.archive.org/web/20110715041625/http:/unenumerated.blogspot.com/2005/12/bit-gold.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20110712070201/http:/szabo.best.vwh.net/ttps.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20110712070201/http:/szabo.best.vwh.net/ttps.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20110712070201/http:/unenumerated.blogspot.com/2005/11/flying-money-brief-overview.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20110712070201/http:/szabo.best.vwh.net/shell.html
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large values of metal can be a rather insecure affair, as the British found when transporting gold across a U-boat infested Atlantic 
to Canada during World War I to support their gold standard. What's worse, you can't pay online with metal.nThus, it would be 
very nice if there were a protocol whereby unforgeably costly bits could be created online with minimal dependence on trusted 
third parties, and then securely stored, transferred, and assayed with similar minimal trust. Bit gold.mMy proposal for bit gold is 
based on computing a string of bits from a string of challenge bits, using functions called variously "client puzzle function," "proof 
of work function," or "secure benchmark function.". The resulting string of bits is the proof of work. Where a one-way function is 
prohibitively difficult to compute backwards, a secure benchmark function ideally comes with a specific cost, measured in 
compute cycles, to compute backwards. 
 
Here are the main steps of the bit gold system that I envision: 
 
(1) A public string of bits, the "challenge string," is created (see step 5). 
 
(2) Alice on her computer generates the proof of work string from the challenge bits using a benchmark function. 
 
(3) The proof of work is securely timestamped. This should work in a distributed fashion, with several different timestamp services 
so that no particular timestamp service need be substantially relied on. 
 
(4) Alice adds the challenge string and the timestamped proof of work string to a distributed property title registryfor bit gold. 
Here, too, no single server is substantially relied on to properly operate the registry. 
 
(5) The last-created string of bit gold provides the challenge bits for the next-created string. 
 
(6) To verify that Alice is the owner of a particular string of bit gold, Bob checks the unforgeable chain of title in the bit gold title 
registry. 
 
(7) To assay the value of a string of bit gold, Bob checks and verifies the challenge bits, the proof of work string, and the 
timestamp. 
 
Note that Alice's control over her bit gold does not depend on her sole possession of the bits, but rather on her lead position in 
the unforgeable chain of title (chain of digital signatures) in the title registry. 
 
All of this can be automated by software. The main limits to the security of the scheme are how well trust can be distributed in 
steps (3) and (4), and the problem of machine architecture which will be discussed below. 
 
Hal Finney has implemented a variant of bit gold called RPOW (Reusable Proofs of Work). This relies on publishing the computer 
code for the "mint," which runs on a remote tamper-evident computer. The purchaser of of bit gold can then use remote 
attestation, which Finney calls the transparent server technique, to verify that a particular number of cycles were actually 
performed…..“ 

 
P OS T ED  B Y  N I C K  S Z AB O  A T  4 : 1 6  P M  

 
Now the comment is commented... we are looking for someone who will search all portals for solutions from all known previous 

protagonists and get in contact with them 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remeber the last sentence! 

 

https://web.archive.org/web/20110712070201/http:/szabo.best.vwh.net/intrapoly.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20110712070201/http:/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/One_way_function
https://web.archive.org/web/20110712070201/http:/www.cs.ut.ee/~lipmaa/crypto/link/timestamping/
https://web.archive.org/web/20110712070201/http:/szabo.best.vwh.net/securetitle.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20110712070201/http:/rpow.net/
https://web.archive.org/web/20110712070201/http:/rpow.net/security.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20110712070201/http:/unenumerated.blogspot.com/2005/12/bit-gold.html
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Could it be Roy? 

in the p2p portal you can filter the users by date of registration and see who has registered before satoshi and after. Why? We 

are back to profiling. Many perpetrators return to the crime scene or play the witness to relive the crime multiple times and 

continue to be part of it. If I were Satoshi, then I would create one or even more fake accounts or bring my real name into play 

to firstly distract from my pseudonym and secondly to still be able to participate in the story in the future. 

I dont think he is Satoshi! 

 

He could be an potentially satoshi, because he is an computer scienst, he lives in england, was in Usa and is ans polymath. 

Because of law i have not a screenshot of his linked profil. Look yourself.  

Martti Malmi 

my personal forecast, martti and zooko. Now come so many inconsistencies or coincidences 

 

Soo what…here comes the boom: 

 

This is an Screenshot of bitcoinwiki.org. You remember the acronyms? AKA? So what i know is, that Martii Malmi was one of the 

first Bitcoin Core developer, he receivs the first bitcoin transaction and he got the website and the domain bitcoin.org from 

satoshi after he lefts.  

Why it could be Martti Malmi? 
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Martti Malmi loves Nicknames. It started with the nickname cobra at the beginning portal, ruther he nickname was trickster and 

now his nickname is Sirius. It could be pass to the acronym of „astonish aka Master of Obvious“ like now „A.K.A Sirius“. Further 

SIRIUS is an figure from harry potter. In the film series, Sirius is also an animagus. He can turn into a big black dog. His nickname 

is Padfoot. So the character can transform. Sirius is also a star, the brightest star to be exact. There is Serius A and Serius B, also 

called dog star. This is the name of the role in Harry Potter. Furthermore Sirius as a star is also called CMA, cancis majoris. We 

remember: Martti Malmi calls himself sirius-m in the forums, possibly because he is also a fan of astrology (we remember: 

Satoshi name) or sirium-martti. That sirus aka Martti Malmi is an Harry Potter Fan is so important for the further Use of 

GRIN.mw! 

Further he is the most commentator about Satoshi Nakamoto. In an interview: (Business Insider) 

„In his first email to Satoshi Nakamoto, in May 2009, Martti had offered his services: "I would like to help with Bitcoin, if there’s 
something I can do," he wrote. Before reaching out to Satoshi, Martti had written about Bitcoin on anti-state.org, a forum 
dedicated to the possibility of an anarchist society organized only by the market. Using the screen name Trickster, Martti gave a 
brief description of the Bitcoin idea and asked for thoughts: "What do you think about this? I’m really excited about the thought of 
something practical that could truly bring us closer to freedom in our lifetime :-)" Martti included a link to this post in his first email 
to Satoshi, and Satoshi quickly read it and responded. "Your understanding of Bitcoin is spot on," Satoshi wrote back.“ 

Let's think: Martti Malmi can't code C++, but Satoshi lets him co-develop two years later. Martti says he learned it in two years. 

So he is our wanted genius or there are doubts if the date is correct. What if Martti's whole history in his life was shifted by a 

few years? Is there any proof of this mail? And if the mail exists, it is the proof that he is not. He tells the identical story in every 

interview. But let's check the facts.... 

So here we are. 

Does Martti Malmi worked in england or studied there?  

Quelle: Linkedin & Twitter 

This is an Screenshot of his twitter account. We dont see a big dog like Sirius, but an cat. You remeber: Cat typping person…  

He write: voluntaryist: „A voluntaryist libertarian believes that all adult relationships should be voluntary. A voluntary society is 

what results when you apply the Zero Aggression Principle (the ZAP) consistently. This means that institutions of governance 

must be…Voluntarily funded (no taxes). Open to competition (no legal monopolies). The result is something we call consumer-

controlled governance. In other words, citizens should have the power to withhold funding from government functions they 

disapprove of, or to choose another service provider.“ Match with Satoshis Mind?  

Lets look fruther facts… 

Satoshi is an Japanese name. Our sought-after probably has an affinity for Japanese culture.  

Martti Malme speaks japanese, he was there in 2011 at the Genki Jacs. But before he was an Olarin Iukio, this school does have 

partnershools in japan, tokyo too. He is an Computer Expert.  

I have checked the first domain data of 2008 bitcoin.org. What I noticed: The address 
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1-3-3 Sakura House in Tokyo. This is an long term hostel for students. Between the school and die hostel is an distance of only 8 

minutes.  

Small side jump: Martti Malmis company „MONI Limited“ is based in London… you remember the England connection? He 

worked for Identifi too, based there too.  

We know that Satoshi Nakamoto is born in Japan. But who speaks japan and who was there? Martii Malmi again. 

 

Than in 2010 the Website published the first Bitcoin.org project. 

 

Here you see the first Screenshot oft he website. The registrant is anymousspeech further. 

Than in 2013 Martti Malmi was the admin for this website: 
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You see Registrant: Martii.malmi@aalto.fi. Aalto is his university, so he registrated the domain with his study E-Mailadress. So 

what does that could mean? 

The Admin is „Louhi Net oy“ in 00210 Helsinki Finnland Italahdenkkatu 22a. What i know is that Martti get the website since 

2011. Why? The registrant is the same, but the admin email was changed from hostmasters@louhi.net 28.11.2011 to 

marti.malmi@aalto.fi 15.08.2013. That shows us that the admin registrand is the same, the street is the same, only the admin 

Mail was changed. Louhi Net Oy is based in Helsinki, Martti Malmis place to be. could all be coincidence, but it does not have to 

be. So Martti was removed from the developer side in June 2011 from bitcoin.org and got the domain at this time too? The last 

post from satoshi was 12.12.2010. One year later Martti became the domain after satoshi gone? He says he worked as an 

developer from 2009 till 2011 and got the domains. But before that he already had admin rights everywhere, why the domain so 

late? 

i find that: 16.12.2009: 

 

if i were satoshi and had adopted a double pseudonym, the temptation to praise the real me would be great. Why only Martti? 

There have already developed others with... 

So what does is mean form me? When Martti Malmi found Bitcoin in the spring of 2009, he was in his second year at the 

Helsinki University of Technology. Two years later he traveld to japan for lean japan, near this mappoint, where the bitcoin.org 

side was registrated, after they worked zwei years together? My personally opinoun: They met and Martii Malmi exaclty knows 

who satoshi is in real live. 

mailto:Martii.malmi@aalto.fi
mailto:hostmasters@louhi.net
mailto:marti.malmi@aalto.fi
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The profil pic. Cat typping person…Like his twitter pic.  

 

Here you see the wiki protocol of changes. Sirius-n did changes. Here the nickname is –n. But know it would be interesting.. But 

after on the bitcoin site. Before he registrated bis p2p account, he changed wikipedia? 

 

i noticed the entry because only one of all writes linguistic proof-of-work with hyphens every time. 

Who is that? 
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Aalto.fi. The uni from martti…. 

Than Satoshi wrote 20 Juli 2010 someone should make the bitcoin wiki better… 

 

 

One day later, martti with the IP changed. Either he worked all night or there is a time zone difference of 7 hours between the 

time stamps, for example. He added 500 words at 3 o'clock in the morning, they don't write in 10 minutes... 

Then the next big sign. 

The coin grin.mw was created. „Electronic transactions for all. Without censorship or restrictions. Designed for the decades to 

come, not just for tomorrow. To be used by anyone, anywhere.“ 

Look at the meta title: Mimblewimble. That is a new word, but also an magic spell from the harry potter game only. And the 

namme? GRIN:MW = GRIM is the animagus from sirius in harry potter… 

But who registrated the domain? Lord Voldemort.. Nokturngasse (in the original: Knockturn Alley), a small side street of 

Winkelgasse, is disreputable among all decent magicians. 

 

and the scheme is the same. It gives like satoshi a promoter, a white paper and hands it over to other capable developers....The 

Name of the new person: 

Ignotus Peverell:  

„Ignotus Peverell is the youngest of the three Peverell brothers. The brothers are the original owners of the Deathly Hallows. 

Ignotus once owned the infallible cloak of invisibility that always reliably hides its wearer from death. Although nowadays almost 

no one in the magical world believes in the existence of these "Deathly Hallows", the perfect cloak of invisibility, passed down 

from generation to generation to Ignotus' descendants as a family heirloom, is of course still considered a valuable excellent 

cloak of invisibility and is used in this function.“ 
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„Early in the morning of June 24, Beijing time, the privacy encryption currency Grin (Chinese name Gulin Coin) 'S full-time 

developer Yeastplume announced that Grin's anonymous founder Ignotus Peverell for personal reasons Has decided to 

temporarily leave this project.“ 

In sum the coin is fairer: There was no fundraising, no pre-mining, and no rewards for founder blocks. Compared to the bit 

created by Satoshi Nakamoto, Grin's distribution is fairer because it received a lot of attention from the beginning. 

The Mimblewimble design was created in mid-2016 by a developer with the pseudonym Tom Elvis Jedusor. 

That is the real name of Lord Voldemortt, but in french. Martti speaks french.  

And why i think Martti ??? 

Lord Voldemorts name ist TOM MARVOLO RIDDLE. In the movie is a scene where it will be an anagram for I AM LORD 

VOLDEMORT). An Harry potter fan who likes anagrams ;-) ? 

 

And further… 

„Running bitcoin“, „Running grin“. the only connection is martti malmi. 

„One of the first bitcoin miners, who had known the market for at least 9 years, gave a 50-bitcoin donation (approximately $ 

550,000) to Grin’s developers. Link is below.“ So who was the first miner?! 

Bitcoin / Transaction / b0d701da413083e89f00f824a8300387ded7671ca3ca967811c758019cfaf3ba — Blockchair 

 

The founder (Ignotus Peverell) gave an interview. For me its sounds a little bit like satoshi.. And the word obvious… MOTO 

And further Ignotus said in the same interview: 

 

AKA!!!! Whats up? Could it be that something happened psychologically? When you realize that your invention is worth €62,000 

per coin years later, is it accepted by teska that it was your greatest invention in your life? If you're proud of it... you can't just say, 

hey, it's me. The pseudonym is a kind of game like the video games that satoshi plays. As success grows, getting caught becomes 

more and more exciting... Does he want to be exposed? 

Than in the same interview: 

„You remain anonymous, at a time when that’s much rarer than it used to be—hell, the lead dev of the current biggest privacy coin 

regularly posts video from inside his own house. What motivated you to kick it old-school? 

There seemed to be no downside. I didn’t want the stress of being a public figure in this space, for myself and those close to me. 

By being anonymous, I’m also much less of a victim for people who’d want to influence me or profit indirectly from my position. I 

can be a good layer of insulation for contributors and developers directly involved in Grin: People can blame me instead of them. 

My anonymity avoids too much polarization, keeping the project more decentralized. I can’t appear in public, do conferences and 

podcasts or tweet and that’s a good thing. It means Grin has many public figures instead of just one. It helps keep egos in check, 

as well.“ 

https://blockchair.com/bitcoin/transaction/b0d701da413083e89f00f824a8300387ded7671ca3ca967811c758019cfaf3ba?source=post_page---------------------------
https://youtu.be/KqhRZfKRriU
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For me ist sounds like the awsner of why satoshi is anonym… 

What i find in the siriusbusiness.fi from martti… 

 

And in the same post. 

 

The word obviously.  

 

Before i forget, here is the proof that martti calls himself sirius because of harry potter, also from his website 

 

But what if when martti was not alone SATOSHI?! 

 

In his blos he used this model This ist he triangle model from zooko… 

now I have to formulate really carefully, and please everyone must not directly interpret something here! It can be wrong! but 

still the question about the patent... 

„Fast Company's investigation brought up circumstantial evidence linking an encryption patent application filed by Neal King, 

Vladimir Oksman and Charles Bry on 15 August 2008“ 

the common denominator of the three: they either worked for siemens, or two companies that spun off from siemens! 

 

only the years do not match or were not stated correctly. „Infineon Technologie AG from Munich. The company was spun off 

from Siemens.“ 

The time stemp with 2011 japan is correct: Mårzen in Japan (morzenjapan.blogspot.com) 

AND NOW!!!!!!! 

http://morzenjapan.blogspot.com/
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GoldLover (Mike) postet that:  

I found: 

 

and there is a domain and if you go on it and look at the members (11.000) pieces... 

http://letterboxing.org 

Its an hunter game…remember! 
 

 
And when you google thar…SIRIUS – canis major…oh, and while we're at it, why is the genesis block called that? could mean 
creation or...it is a satelite… 
 

Zooko: 

„In 1993, Wilcox began developing the concept of digital money while studying computer science at the University of Colorado at 

Boulder. He has referred to a paper by David Chaum, a cryptography pioneer who developed Digicash, the first electric money 

startup. Wilcox dropped out of college in 1996 for an engineering position at Digicash.“  

in the first publication three references were given 

 

So i analysed the zooko blog… OMG! 

 

This was the linked post. But was before??? TAHOE was his first secure decentralized filesystem. 

There was somelike, like by nick, who wanted contecting the persons…  

http://letterboxing.org/
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Also he is an martial artist. Later 

 

Who was there too? The website codecon like 17.04.2009: 

 

Remember the guys…But bitcoin was created before. So lets stalk in the blog posts from 2008. very funny that is posted daily 

and from the end of 2009 over... 

„Wrote a ltter to Wei Dai about Mac…“ 

 

And you remember: Wei Dai and Adam Back were the first two people contacted by Satoshi Nakamoto as he was developing 

Bitcoin in 2008.  

 

Here the last sentence in 12. 2008:  
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1. Marttis new startup build this… 2. Martti noticed github as an example for his startup….and here..

 

And..7.11.2008: …“currently being involved in a project….“ 

And remeber when bitcoin.org was registrated???? 

On the same days someone names zooko changes his own wiki text… 

 

Other stuff? 

Gavin could it be too, in my op. But i dont think so. But he lived in england. 

 

Theymos: Michael Marquadt… 

Anecdote | The "ICO Paradox 

After 5 days of intensive occupation with the Bitcoin technology many questions stand in the room. What impressed me most 

here was the entire email history of Satoshi and other people in the first forum, because the questions were already partly asked 

in 2009 and a price of € 100,000 was predicted. 

In 2030, with further potential utility development, almost no new coins will be mined, then it will probably take another 100 

years to exhaust the last one percent, but the question is: what happens when no new bitcoins can be mined? We need miners 

to continue the hashes, causally people who generate new hashes with their computing power to continue new blocks and they 

need to be compensated with coins. We could of course increase the transaction costs of the Bitcoins, so more Coins would flow 

back into the system (were already once on 10 €) but according to my calculations, there will be so little mining potential in 2076 

that the electricity costs are equal to higher than the mining fee and the system becomes vulnerable. The more as users invest 

and transfer in Bitcoins, the more hashes will be needed, the more will have to mine and earn from it, the faster the coins will be 

gone, etc. Could a deflation variable have been coded into the algorithm? After all, every few thousand blocks the mining fee 

reduces, so the system can't run endlessly, only be artificially extended? Does it make sense at this point to not recognize the 

currency as a currency as Nick Zwabo wrote, but as BitGold, i.e. digital gold, as a digital reserve currency for peak funding 
rates and prime rates? That way the amount of M money supply would not change, which could prevent inflation? Will the day 

come when people again. Take out loans, invest them in bitcoin, experts can no longer rationally explain the high prices and get 

out, the price falls again, people can no longer repay their loans, have to hand over their houses in US bankruptcy law without 

private debt and the banking system has to be rescued again? I see this very critically, because today's stock markets are driven 
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by 100x sales to market cap values, there is mE a crash coming and if real estate is limited, there are penalty interest rates on 

the accounts, then people will invest in Bitcoin and the just described causal correlation chain starts. This is also how I come up 

with my prediction of the peak value. Let's stop this from happening, I'm just not smart enough to help. But one thing is clear: 

The previous Bitcoin with 1 MB causes that only 3-7 transactions per second was possible, with Paypal it is up to 300. This has 

already been partially solved by an update. The bottleneck: everyone has to update the systems. So I believe as a big blocker in 

the new currencies like bitcoin cash and as a small blocker in the bitgold 2.0 bitcoin. We need a new currency. Greece was 

bankrupt, Spain has a bubble, real estate is full of spacs, real estate prices are rising, the debt of the states in europe is so high 

that rising interest rates turn it into redemption monsters. They violate their own maastricht treaties of the new debt ratio. 

Poorly paid and poorly educated bank advisors without their own assets offer us shares with aigio, although I could buy them 

directly without. I pay penalty interest for my money in the account and the bank also secures me only 100,000 € security.... 

What could bitcoin2.0 look like in the future? One thing is clear. States will regulate bitcoin. The only question is how. It is a key 

on 50 characters for an entry in a database...Before the marketplaces are regulated and mining hardware manufacturers are 

closed and as a consequence causally everything shifts abroad (there is anyway cheaper and unregulated) I would ensure that 

the wallet providers must deposit tax-ids. Payments up to €1,000 or USD are anonymous, beyond that the ID card must be 

deposited in the wallet.  

If Bitcoin leads to the swiss account in the form of a mobile binary inigma, then sooner or later the state will intervene.  

The "ICO paradox" 

An ICO is like an IPO only with cryptocurrencies. Therefore, I have designed the following thought experiment, using Coinbase as 

an example: if the exchange accepted bitcoin as currency in the Coinbase IPO, or if Coinbase had done an ICO, then everyone in 

the world could buy Coinbase shares with bitcoin (one unit of bitcoin). If this transaction would go through the Coinbase 

platform, then Coinbase would get the transaction fee (0.1 units of bitcoin) and the share price would increase, e.g. my share 

would be worth 1.3 units of bitcoin after that. I sell my share for 1.3 units of bitcoin via the Coinbase platform and Coinbase 

again receives their transaction fee (0.13 units of bitcoin). This causes the share price to rise further and I buy again, this time for 

my compound interest amount, etc.  

Final words: 

I believe in new Neo-Bitcoin variants and am forever grateful to the inventors of these currencies, they will have completely 

changed the world in 20 years. Patents and cars will be linked to NFTs, there will be interest on Bitcoins, the first crypto-based 

ASB will be created and I am looking forward to it! My opinion (Disclaimer: I am not liable for your actions, inform yourself, this 

does not replace extensive objective research. Anyone who spends three hours looking at cell phone offers should make 10X 

times that with their investment) bitcoin will still rise to 170,000. However, the currency lives on the fact that there is liquid 

supply and demand and people believe in it, it will be as a matter of statistics to what extent states will ban neo-currencies and 

causally the holders will react to it. E-dollars and e-euros will come, with these currencies the state can de-anonymize payment 

transactions and would have no incentive from a macro perspective to promote decentralized FIAT system.  

BR, Amnesia 


